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Topic: the law of vibration

Books referenced in this audio:
1. Working with the Law by Raymond Holliwell
2. Power vs. Force by David R. Hawkins
3. As a Man Thinketh by James Allen
4. Energy Medicine by James Oschman

As we get older we stuff ourselves with why we can’t have what we want, and this
leads to tension in our bodies

Everything vibrates - water, ice, steam - they are all H2O vibrating differently
-Our bodies are 70% water

The Law of Attraction = the law of vibration + perpetual transmutation

Connective tissue = liquid crystal (worksheet 1 for week 2)

When there is pressure or shapes changes, etc to our body, this creates a charge that
travels through connective tissue

We vibrate at different frequencies (radio example)

Connective tissue is 3 things:

1. Structural
2. Energetic
3. Vibrational
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Notes

We process everything in our experience...
1st - vibrational
2nd - emotional
3rd - rational

Microgenic Theory (worksheet 2, week 2)

-Cortex - rational
-Thalamus - pacemaker of the brain

Subconscious - the pattern of brain waves being propagated through the thalamus

Free run period - where we can change frequency of thoughts

How to create new thought patterns:

1. Meditation

2. Fascination

3. Ask high quality questions

4. Have new experiences & act "as if"

Your body creates symptoms to hold you in a pattern

Homework

First thing when you wake up  and when falling asleep - see yourself in a desirable
state, make it as enriching, bright, and feel good as you can. During the day - ask
yourself high vibrational questions. What do I have to do, change, or become, to have
my desire? Act as if - acting healthy rather than being sick.
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